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Introduction 
 State-of-the-art tools such as SafetyAnalyst (SA) helps state 
DOTs to develop top 5% reports of potential sites for safety 
improvements by following: 
• identification of hazardous locations    
• diagnosis and countermeasure selection    
• estimation of the cost of the countermeasures and 
• estimation of the benefits of the implemented countermeasure 
 
 In addition, SA  addresses the limitations of traditional tools: 
• Volume and segment length bias 
• regression-to-the-mean (RTM) 
• incorrect model form and  
• lack of a reliability measure 
 
 In order to address these limitations, the state-of-the-art tools 
use analytical methods that require comprehensive data sets 
providing sufficient information to capture intricate spatio-











 Different divisions at many state agencies collect and maintain 
various datasets based on their corresponding data needs. The 
problems associated are 
• data availability awareness 
• no consistency 
• data from multiple divisions and agencies 
• coordination between different state-wide agencies 
• maintenance 
System Architecture – Proposed Approach 
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Concluding Comments 
•Developed database system caters the NDOT data needs for highway 
safety engineering and improves Nevada highway safety with the help of   
SafetyAanalyst (SA) 
 
•Database architecture supports also other state DOT’s data. Other states 
can also use SafetyAnalyst and improve their highway safety 
 
•SafetyAnalyst also helps the DOT decision makers to invest the 
economical resources precisely 
 
•This study will surely help towards Nevada’s Zero Fatalities goal  
View Tool – SafetyAnalyst 
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 In simple words, the objective of this study is to develop a 
comprehensive database system to provide a data for highway 
safety engineering and management 
 
The highway safety enhancement ̶ results in saving lives 
towards Nevada’s Zero Fatalities goal 
Objective 







Travel Demand Model Data 
Signal Control Intersection Data






























Data Uploader and Attribute Mapping Interface 
Data Convertor and SA Attribute Mapping Interface 
Database Update - Interface 
FAST Volume and Speed Extraction Tool DTA Simulation Tool 
Database Table Name (Fixed)
Database Attribute 
Name (Fixed)
User File Name                
(To be filled by User)
User File Attribute Name 
(To be Filled by User)
RoadwaySegment agencySegmentID CDS_Network ID1
RoadwaySegment beginLocation CDS_Network Beg_Route_
RoadwaySegment endLocation CDS_Network End_Route_
RoadwaySegment routeName CDS_Network Route_MAST
RoadwaySegment routeType CDS_Network Route
RoadwaySegment county CDS_Network county_code
RoadwaySegment length CDS_Network Datum_Seg2
RoadwaySegment terrain HPMS_terrain Terrain
RoadwaySegment roadwayClass CDS_Network F08_FType1
RoadwaySegment medianType LasVegas_Median MedianType
RoadwaySegment accessControl HPMS_Access Value_name
RoadwaySegment medianWidth LasVegas_Median MedianWidt
RoadwaySegment postedSpeed HPMS_SpeedLimit PostedSpeed
Google Earth Data Extraction ArcGIS Tools 











Accident severity Fatal injury Accident accidentSeverity1 K
Accident severity Severe injury Accident accidentSeverity1 A
Accident severity Property damage only Accident accidentSeverity1 P
RoadwaySegment routeType State Route RoadwaySegment routeType SR
RoadwaySegment routeType Interstate RoadwaySegment routeType I
RoadwaySegment routeType US Route RoadwaySegment routeType US
RoadwaySegment roadwayClass Principal arterial-other RoadwaySegment roadwayClass 3
RoadwaySegment roadwayClass Minor arterial RoadwaySegment roadwayClass 4
RoadwaySegment roadwayClass Local RoadwaySegment roadwayClass 7





RoadwaySegment roadwayClass Principal arterial-interstate RoadwaySegment roadwayClass 1
RoadwaySegment roadwayClass Minor Collector RoadwaySegment roadwayClass 6
RoadwaySegment roadwayClass Other RoadwaySegment roadwayClass 0
RoadwaySegment roadwayClass Unknown RoadwaySegment roadwayClass 99
SafetyAnalyst View Data 
SafetyAnalyst Results 
Network Screening Results – Sites with PSI 
Diagnosis Crash Pattern – for site 7303 
Economic Analysis Results 
